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INTRODUCING A REVOLUTIONARY CREDENTIAL 
SYSTEM THAT WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOUR 
BUSINESS WORKS - BROUGHT TO YOU BY 
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

EvalScore® is a patented real-time interactive credential system that has been designed 

to disrupt how insurance information is gathered, evaluated and disseminated to the 

insurance and financial industries. EvalScore® in accordance with the Federal Fair Credit 

Reporting Act (FCRA) will serve as an innovative risk management solution that will 

improve the underwriting of commercial insurance policies and commercial credit 

provisions through enhanced patented processes while adhering to the emergence of 

the “Triple Bottom Line” aiding People, Planet and Profits. Utilizing cooperative disclosure, 

EvalScore® is a sophisticated system for the aggregation, scoring and monitoring of 

detailed insurance performance information as well other business related data — and 

thanks to blockchain technology, all of this information is available to authorized users 

on demand and in real time with a simple mouse click or phone call. There is no system 

like it — and it will truly change the way all of us do business.

Blockchain advocates say the day  
when insurance contracts are  
created, managed and guaranteed  
within blockchains has finally arrived.*

* McKendrick, Joe, Digital Insurance “Opinion, Blockchain rolls on in insurance”, June 19, 2018  <https://www.dig-in.com/opinion/blockchain-rolls-on-in-insurance>



The man behind EvalScore® is Dwayne P. Hargroder – a multitalented entre-

preneur who has developed, owned and operated several highly successful  

businesses ranging in nature from insurance to healthcare to business informa-

tion technology. Dwayne has also contributed to his community as a past board 

member of the Opelousas - St. Landry Chamber of Commerce, the Opelousas 

Economic Development Council and was honored by Louisiana Governor Bobby 

Jindal to participate in the Gubernatorial Transition Team.

Dwayne, however, is much more than an astute businessman – rather, he is a 

man of many talents and accomplishments. This is evidenced by the fact that he 

drove race cars at State Capital Dragway in Baton Rouge, Louisiana at the age 

of 14; was an all-state high school football linebacker; became an accomplished 

aviator by age 21 – securing FAA Flight Instructor and Commercial Pilot Certif-

icates with Multi Engine and Instrument ratings; and served as the business 

manager for the Louisiana musical group River Road Band – signing the group 

to a multi-album recording contract with Capitol Records led by renowned music 

producer Scott Hendricks.

After graduating from the University of Louisiana at Lafayette in 1983 with a 

bachelor’s degree, as well as induction into the Financial Management National 

Honor Society, Dwayne founded Hargroder Companies, Inc. – a Louisiana 

licensed Property and Casualty and Life and Health insurance agency marketing 

traditional insurance products. In 1985, he also founded Louisiana 1st Premium 

MEET THE DEVELOPER OF EvalScore® 
Dwayne Paul Hargroder
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Acceptance Company, Inc. (later renamed Louisiana 1st Credit) 

to provide insurance payment solutions for special- need clients. 

Dwayne has served on agents advisory panels for leading  US 

Insurers and was recognized by the Society of Certified Insurance 

Counselors for advanced insurance studies placing him in the top 

1% of all insurance producers. In 10 short years, Hargroder 

Companies, Inc. grew to become a multi-million-dollar insurance 

organization that served as the second-largest independent 

agency organization in St. Landry Parish.  

Dwayne later co-founded Auto Indemnity Company, Inc. for the 

distribution of Auto Gap insurance policies, as well as AutoCare 

Dealer Service Contracts, Inc. – an extended warranty program 

for auto dealers in Louisiana. 

In 1998, Auto Indemnity Company, Inc. was sold to Atlanta-

based Safe-Guard Insurance Company. Subsequently, AutoCare 

Dealer Service Contracts, Inc. was sold in 1999 to Atlanta-based 

APCO, which was later purchased by Ford Motor Company. And 

finally, in 2002 Hargroder Companies, Inc. was merged into ICT 

Insurance Group, LLC and later sold to Region’s Bank’s wholly 

owned subsidiary, Region’s Insurance.

Dwayne also entered the healthcare field in 1990 by founding 

Medsource HealthCare Group, Inc. This multi-million-dollar 

organization began as a nurse staffing company before evolving 

into a JCAHO Accredited Medicare Certified healthcare 

organization with more than 250 employees providing a wide 

range of services including Workers’ Compensation Nurse Case 

Management and Catastrophic Injured Worker Staffing for 

some of the largest insurance companies in the United States. 

Dwayne divested his interest in 2003 to Home Health Care 

Partners, LLC of Dallas, Texas.

Dwayne’s vision for EvalScore® is to disrupt the 

insurance and financial sectors by providing  

real-time automation of critical performance 

indicators – resulting in highly improved operational 

efficiencies. Since receiving US Patent #8,554,584 

for EvalScore®, Dwayne has been spearheading the 

development of this innovative, on-demand, real-time 

performance scoring method that is now possible 

with blockchain technology.

   Dwayne’s vision for EvalScore® is to disrupt 
                 the insurance and financial sectors 
     by providing real-time automation of 
    critical performance indicators.

* Bresnick, Peggy, Digital Insurance “Blockchain: A $200 billion opportunity in insurance?”, June 26, 2018  <https://www.dig-in.com/news/blockchain-a-200-billion-opportunity-in-insurance>
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Mr. Latham has 30 years experience in working with high end service companies.  Mr. Latham has a 

reputation in the technology industry sector of designing innovative solution offerings that become the 

platform for exceptional growth. 3 degrees holdings is focused on the next wave of innovation; 

computers that understand text and can reason to recommend or make decisions and the next wave 

of the internet, web 3.0.

Mr. Latham served as the President, Enterprise Division for a Boca Roton start-up, Seisint Inc In October 

2001 Mr. Latham and his team targeted a new innovative supercomputer technology to be one of the first 

technologies to discover knowledge within large data and supplied the results to the intelligence community 

in the Federal Government.  The results of this work not only assisted in protecting the country but also the 

troops on the ground in Iraq and assisted law enforcement in the homeland defense efforts.  He led a team 

that had many firsts … first time technology sold, first time sold to Federal Government and the intelligence 

community, first time sold to state government, first time sold to commercial customers, and first time sold 

to Law Enforcement.  Seisint was sold to LexisNexis in September 2004 for $775,000,000 and was the 

premier M&A activity of 2004.   

Prior to Seisint/LexisNexis Mr. Latham was President and CEO of Imagelinks, Melbourne, FL, where he 

completed a turnaround in one year, from five years of losses, to profitability, grew revenue 250% and 

placed the company in the top 10 of the Fast 50 growth companies in Florida.  Mr. Latham led a team in 

the application of image information applied to leading edge applications.  Prior to Imagelinks, Mr. Latham 

was President of Coyote Network Systems where he grew revenues from $5 million to $32 million, 

acquired four (4) strategic companies while selling non-strategic assets and secured listing on NASDAQ 

national markets.  

Mr. Latham launched his career in the use of information at IBM; served 5 years as VP of Marketing and 

Service for Ameritech (where he grew his operation from $40 million to $280 million in annual revenue) and 

4 years as Vice President of Worldwide Telecom Marketing for Digital Equipment Corporation growing the 

business from $450 million to $1.2 billion in sales applying information to the telecom business.  Mr. Latham 

led a team that saw the vision of wireless communications and its use as both a voice and information 

exchange.  Under Mr. Latham’s direction Digital Equipment Corporation became the dominant computer 

supplier to the wireless industry.  Mr. Latham has testified as a technology expert to both the House of 

Representatives and the US Senate.  Mr. Latham holds a BS degree in Marketing and Finance from the 

University of Northern Iowa and has advanced courses from Harvard, Wharton and Stanford.  

Daniel W. Latham
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Mr. Valentino has 30 years experience in working with high end growth professional service companies. He 

brings a deep competence and experience base in integrating consulting processes and methodologies with 

emerging technology and other intellectual property. Mr. Valentino has a reputation in the professional 

services industry of designing innovative offerings, business models and sales processes that become the 

platform for exceptional growth. 

Mr. Valentino served as CEO of Gemini Consulting, Cap Gemini Sogeti’s management consulting subsidiary, 

where he led the firm’s growth from $150 million to over $650 million in revenues over a five-year period, 

representing 2000 professionals worldwide. He successfully identified and integrated multiple strategic 

acquisitions while maintaining a 25% compounded annual “organic” growth rate. 

He worked with business luminaries and authors to implement their strategic insights and intellectual 

property across the Global 2000; including CK Prahalad’s Core Competences, Gary Hamel’s Strategic 

Intent and Robert Kaplan and David Norton’s Balanced Scorecard. Positioning Gemini as the firm that 

implements leading edge concepts and technologies.

As president of United Research Company, Inc he transformed the firm’s service offering and business 

processes yielding higher value projects for clients and the firm. He grew revenues from $26 million to 

$150 million. United Research was subsequently sold to Cap Gemini Sogeti.

Mr. Valentino was CEO of Global Pathways, Inc. a start up company launched to bring Internet access to 

those who were not connected; elderly, low-income families and developing nations. Global Pathways, 

partnering with a Korean manufacturer developed and built a low cost computer/Internet device, launched 

projects in the US, Africa and India and grow contracted revenues to over $15 million.

As the Co-CEO of C-Change Inc. he developed and launched an Internet strategy offering, designed the 

associated sales process, recruited the appropriate skills and generated $12 million in revenue in the first 

year, selling and delivering Internet strategies to Ford, Chrysler and CitiGroup.

Mr. Valentino has consulted with dozens of Fortune 500 Companies including Monsanto, Dupont, General 

Motors and the launch of Saturn, Boeing, IBM, and Apple. Mr. Valentino served as an Officer in the United 

States Navy and holds a BS degree in Engineering from the University of Notre Dame.

Daniel J. Valentino
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J. Robert Wooley

J. Robert Wooley is a member of the Governmental Relations Team of the Special Business Services Group. 

He formerly served as Commissioner of Insurance for the State of Louisiana, a position he held from 2000 

- 2006. As Commissioner of Insurance, Wooley managed the Department of Insurance, its 272 employees, 

and a multi-million dollar budget. He regulated the licensing and compliance of all insurance companies and 

agents operating in the state. 

Wooley has more than 20 years of extensive governmental relations experience. Prior to his service with 

the Insurance Department, he was the Director of Governmental Relations for a major gaming corporation 

where he directed and consulted on national and statewide election efforts and worked with various 

governmental entities in several states. His experience also includes work as a private political and 

governmental relations consultant, Special Counsel for the Louisiana Trial Lawyers Association and First 

Assistant Secretary of State and Executive Counsel to the Louisiana Secretary of State.

 Wooley received his Juris Doctorate in 1977 from Paul M. Hebert Law Center of Louisiana State University, 

where he served on the Robert Lee Tullis Moot Court Board. He earned his Bachelor of Business 

Administration degree magna cum laude in 1974 from Northeast Louisiana University. He was a member 

of multiple honor societies including Beta Gamma Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi and Delta Sigma Pi, and was selected 

as the Outstanding Graduating Senior in the College of Business, as well as Who’s Who in American Colleges 

and Universities.



Information is the Lifeblood of Any Organization

In business, it’s always been important to know your providers and clients. 

Each day the business world becomes broader and more diverse, requiring 

new methods to aggregate and filter confidential information. Industries such 

as insurance and finance continue to experience operational deficiencies that 

could be improved with better information systems. Until now,  insurance 

performance data has been located in company silos costing the industry 

millions of dollars in lost opportunities. 

Blockchain Changes History 

Today, with Blockchain processes the insurance companies can feel confident 

about integration and sharing of secured data. These new initiatives will unlock 

this static data, creating revenue generating opportunities for the insurance 

industry while reducing claim costs through an improved risk culture. 

INCREASING TRANSPARENCY AMONG PARTIES

By connecting data across the value chain, blockchain can provide transparency 

and real-time sharing, thus boosting trust and minimizing risk.*

“Each day, the business 
world becomes broader 
and more diverse, 
requiring new methods 
to aggregate and filter 
important information.”

* WHY BLOCKCHAIN IN BUSINESS OPERATIONS? <https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insight-blockchain-business-value>
McKendrick, Joe, Digital Insurance “Opinion, Blockchain rolls on in insurance”, June 19, 2018  <https://www.dig-in.com/opinion/blockchain-rolls-on-in-insurance>
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REVOLUTIONIZING BUSINESS INFORMATION

Let’s face it — ideas that truly disrupt the business world are few and far between. The personal computer 

and the Internet are two of the most recent examples — both of which have changed the way the entire world 

does business. Although it may be hard to believe at first glance, EvalScore®, in conjunction with blockchain 

technologies, will have a similar impact on the insurance and financial sectors of today’s business world. Don’t 

believe it? All we ask is that you read this document carefully and allow us to prove the power and potential of 

EvalScore® to you.

 

What is EvalScore®? 

EvalScore® is a patented interactive credential system and method standardizing performance disclosure — a 

system for aggregation, scoring, and monitoring of confidential insurance performance information through 

cooperative disclosure, then supplying this information to users in real time. In essence, EvalScore® will encourage 

business accountability through insurance performance disclosure. So how will this help insurers, businesses or 

consumers? To answer that question, we first have to look at the state of business information today. 

 

    In essence, EvalScore® will 
encourage business accountability 
      through insurance  
           performance disclosure.
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Let the Buyer Beware

Insuring Better Information

Until now, there was no standard for public disclosure of 

insurance performance or customer satisfaction. While 

many industries offer their own accreditation or rating 

service, how can anyone tell which provides legitimate 

measurement and which is an industry funded shill? Hiring 

an independent contractor is a crapshoot at best. Angie’s 

Listtm, Service Magictm, and Super Pagestm all fall short of 

objective performance measurement. An expensive, time-

consuming lawsuit is often the consumer’s only recourse.

Today’s commercial insurance industry operates on a daily basis 

utilizing experience modification factors on customers that reflect 

dated processes. The fact is that current systems for recording 

and accessing loss history are insufficient. Furthermore, these 

methods impair the distribution process as insurance agents and 

brokers regularly need a ridiculous number of authorizations to be 

signed in order to even give a client a commercial insurance quote. 

It is not uncommon for some cases to require numerous individual 

authorizations for loss history disclosure only to be manually 

manipulated by several insurers. This is an incredible financial 

burden on the industry. With the recent blockchain initiatives and a 

standardized system of performance disclosure, it is possible that 

insurance companies, agents and brokers could rate and issue 

policies instantly based on prior loss and insurance payment history 

— aggregated, scored and analyzed in real time.

How can EvalScore® help  
insurance companies, agents 
and brokers greatly increase 
efficiencies?

• Increases operational  
 efficiencies by providing real-  
 time underwriting through a  
 patented InsureScore®                    
 C.L.A.I.M. Index®

• Provides historical loss history of  
 insured’s Insurance Performance  
 Index® based upon real time  
 calculations of earned premium  
 vs. incurred losses aggregated and  
 scored for easy interpretation.

• Instills insured accountability  
 through applied behavior,  
 increasing claim consciousness  
 thus reducing claims costs

•  Provides real-time, aggregated  
 performance indicators  
 through a patented Insurance   
 Payment Index® (IPI®) system   
 consisting of historical    
 notices of cancellations,  
 reinstatements, cancellations,  
 non-renewals, outstanding audits,  
 endorsements etc. for additional  
 loss predictability

With blockchain technologies, EvalScore® can 
provide consumers more legitimate information 
on businesses for improved transparency. 

• Provides real time insurance claim performance  
 through a patented InsureScore® C.L.A.I.M.  
 Index® and customer satisfaction information  
 through the EvalScore® Satisfaction Index® (ESI®),  
 which is easily accessible by users.

• Allows authorized consumers to score business 
 relationships based on their performance .

• Improves overall business relationships by  
 reducing the number of bad providers, protecting  
 consumers while also making providers more  
 responsive.
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“When equipped with real-time, 
standardized data, underwriters are 

empowered to make better decisions, 
drive more value for the carrier, and 

work more efficiently and effectively.“*

* Feirer, Ernie, Property Casualty 360° “Reduce Underwriting Expenses with Automated Loss History”, January 15, 2015   
<https://www.propertycasualty360.com/2015/01/13/reduce-underwriting-expenses-with-automated-loss-h/?slreturn=20180613095648>
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Show Me the Money

The Power of EvalScore®

Financial institutions are at the mercy of their business 

customers when commercial debtors’ insurance claim 

performance deteriorates. How long will it take for the 

financial institution to learn about this — and how soon will 

that debtor default due to increased cost and lost revenue? 

Prior to blockchain technology, there was no way for financial 

institutions to track any of this in real time, which puts them 

at a great disadvantage in evaluating the financial viability of  

their customers.

So why should you believe that EvalScore® really is the solution 

to all of these problems? Because it is unlike anything to hit 

the business world since the ubiquitous “credit score” — and, 

quite frankly, the model is superior. EvalScore® does so much 

more. It is a standardized, universal performance evaluation 

and scoring system that encompasses performance measures 

for all types of businesses. With blockchain technology, secure 

data is available that will allow authorized consumers to check 

prior insurance claim history and performance satisfaction 

before hiring a service provider — and know that all  information 

has been aggregated and scored in real time. Commercial 

insured’s will have a unique real time score based upon 

reports of insurance losses by line of coverage and consumer 

satisfaction of business performance. It will allow agents, 

brokers and insurance companies to rate and issue policies 

instantly while eliminating time-consuming delays for loss 

history retrieval and interpretation. EvalScore® Oversight® will 

allow authorized financial institutions to monitor their 

commercial customers’ performance status — allowing them to 

identify impaired risks prior to delinquency. And perhaps best of 

all, EvalScore® will do all this and more with a single mouse click 

or phone call. EvalScore® is truly a revolutionary concept, and we 

firmly believe that one day every business will have their own, 

unique EvalScore®. 

How can EvalScore® and 
blockchain processes help 
financial institutions keep 
track of high-risk debtors?

• Provides real time insurance  
 verification, as well as   
   Insurance Index® claim  
   performance scoring through  
   a patented InsureScore®   

       C.L.A.I.M. Index®

• EvalScore® Oversight®  
 provides automatic  
 Evalscore A.L.E.R.T.TMs for  
 early notification of possible 
 financial impairment of  
 debtors reducing loan losses

• Allows institutions to base  
 lending rates on real-time,  
 actual performance scores,  
 as well as conventional  
 credit scoring
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General Business Deficiencies

• Poor service 

• Poor disclosure 

• No recourse other than a lawsuit 

• Lack of performance measurement 

• Lack of consequences for poor performance

THE SOLUTION FOR BUSINESS DEFICIENCIES

EvalScore® is designed to give people and businesses the information needed to make better business decisions 

through enhanced business intelligence. In today’s environment of deception, deceit and shady business practices, 

it’s nearly impossible for any person or business to obtain the truth through current conventional means. With 

blockchain technologies, we’re here to change all of that. In order to give you a more in-depth perspective of the 

deficiencies in today’s business society, we will outline what many of those deficiencies comprise in the business, 

insurance and financial sectors. We are confident that you will see that through secure blockchain processes, 

EvalScore® is the ultimate solution to these problems.

    EvalScore® is designed to give
 people and businesses the information needed to  
   make better business decisions through  
    enhanced business intelligence.
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Commercial Insurance

• The commercial insurance industry provides no mechanism  

 for real-time disclosure of scored, aggregated premium and  

 loss history analysis to interested parties. 

•  The “Credit Score” battle continues although industry  

 experts report... 

•  The industry offers no facility for consumers to report an  

 insured’s performance and no provision for consumers to  

 review that performance. 

• Current C.L.U.E.®* report databases fail to stimulate insured  

 applied behavior for enhanced risk management 

• The commercial insurance industry does not have  

 electronic alert functions for loss control measures. 

• No early detection of exposure variances and  

 potential claims. 

• The current industry discourages bidding of insurance  

 coverage due to information processing inefficiencies. 

*C.L.U.E.® is a registered trademark of ChoicePoint Asset Company. ChoicePoint® is a LexisNexis® Company as of September 19, 2008. 
** Burns, Robert, P&C National Underwriter “Commercial Underwriters Following The Data Trail Blazed By Personal Lines”, June 08, 2009 <http://www.property-casualty.com/Issues/2009/June-8-
2009/Pages/Commercial-Underwriters-Following-The-Data-Trail-Blazed-By-Personal-Lines.aspx?k=following+the+data+trail+blazed>
*** Ruqet, Mark, P&C National Underwriter “ACT Extends Real Time Initiative To Wholesale Relationship“ <http://www.property-casualty.com/News/2010/4/Pages/ACT-Extends-Real-Time-Initiative-
To-Wholesale-Relationship-.aspx?k=act+extends+real+time+initiative>

“Of course, when available, loss 
history is even more predictive.” **

“We are in a war; a war on keystrokes 
on our industry right now ” ** *

This graphic illustrates the existing loss history retrieval method. In this sample history, this insured has done business 

with 11 different companies in five years, requiring 11 authorizations to provide an agent with the necessary releases 

to get the information required to quote coverage.



* Kirkpatrick, Haden - Digital Insurance, July 18 2018,  <https://www.dig-in.com/opinion/blockchains-insurance-applications-in-claims-and-beyond>t
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Financial Sector Deficiencies

• There are serious deficiencies in the financial sector and new methods must be incorporated to insure future solvency,  

 as evidenced by the opinion of industry experts. 

• Commercial lenders are without real-time aggregated  

 insurance performance measurement of loan applicants  

 impairing the underwriting process and contributing to  

 loan losses. 

• No advanced notification of problems with insurance  

 performance — delinquency could be the first sign  

 of a problem.  

“For most technologists, blockchain is the future. While this new 
technology can be confusing to the layman, it has the potential to disrupt 
much of what we know about the digital world. Nowhere is this dynamic 

more relevant than in the insurance and financial service categories.”*
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HOW AND WHY EvalScore® WILL BENEFIT BUSINESSES

You already know that EvalScore® is a patented business method providing real-time information processing for 

business, insurance and financial data. But exactly how does EvalScore® work and what are the benefits? In order 

to answer these questions, we will outline how EvalScore® works in each of the aforementioned business sectors. 

It will then become much more clear how EvalScore® will benefit people and businesses. 

How EvalScore® Works in the Business Sector 

• Consumer Participation: An authorized consumer may obtain a real-time report of a vendor’s C.L.A.I.M. Index®, IPI® and ESI®  

 through a Web site or by phone when considering using that vendor. 
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• This next chart illustrates the data fields incorporated into the C.L.A.I.M. Index® algorithmic analysis.
     (This data can be secured and encrypted via blockchain technology much like the credit score where data fields such as reserves are not disclosed.)
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• This next chart illustrates the data fields incorporated into the C.L.A.I.M. Index® algorithmic analysis.
    (This data can be secured and encrypted via blockchain technology much like the credit score where data fields such as reserves are not disclosed.)

• An authorized consumer may rate a transaction to reward or penalize a vendor based on performance.

EvalScore® is truly a revolutionary concept.

Business Sector Benefits

• Improves overall business relationships by reducing  

 the number of bad providers and making providers  

 more responsive. 

• Provides real-time performance data encouraging  

 accountability – easily accessed by users. 

• Reduces litigation by providing consumer complaint  

 provisions allowing for early intervention by insurer for  

 dispute resolution. 

• Standardizes performance evaluation in a meaningful  

 format that will become familiar to users. 

• Provides consequences for poor performers, such as: 

  – Loss of customers due to poor rating 

  – Risk of higher premiums, cancellation or  

      non-renewal 

• EvalScore® Oversight® improves safety and loss control  

 measures through electronic Evalscore A.L.E.R.T.TM’s  

 reducing insurance costs. For example, Chevron USA can  

 be alerted to poor sub-contractor performance prior  

 to economic injury.



How EvalScore® Works in the Commercial Insurance Industry

• Evalscore® aggregates insurance loss history provided by insurance companies and provides real time score assessment of 

loss experience and payment performance indicators.  
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Click on CNA General Insurance policy #GL00A12764 07-01-16 to 06-30-17 for details.
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How EvalScore® Works in the Commercial Insurance Industry (Continued)

• Provides real time access to five year* loss history – aggregated and assessed numerically for earned premium vs.  
 incurred losses by previous insurers and reported and disclosed in patented C.L.A.I.M. Index® (Comprehensive  
 Loss Aggregation of Insurance Measurement) *Other options available.

• EvalScore® Oversight® provides interested parties instant electronic Evalscore A.L.E.R.T.TMs (Aggregated Loss   
 Experience in Real Time) of critical changes in underwriting criteria.

• Provides insurance payment performance indicators for additional loss predictability based on internal  
 indicators such as notice of cancellations, non-renewals, outstanding audits, endorsements, etc. and reported in a  
 patented IPI® Index (Insurance Payment Index®) and supported by actual industry experts.*

• Provides in-depth claims disclosure.

• Commercial lines special features: 

  – Allows for consumer complaints of poor performance through a patented ESI® EvalScore® Satisfaction   

        Index encouraging insured accountability thus reducing losses.   

  – EvalScore® Oversight® Evalscore A.L.E.R.T.TM features provide early notification of exposure variances or   

     potential claims enhancing loss control. 

  – Provides real time access to critical indexes.

“Another approach is to go outside of the  

class plan and use additional behavioral 

variables, such as payment history. This  

has a better chance of working.” *

* http://www.InsuranceJournal.com “Insurance Industry Urged to Explore Alternatives to Credit Scoring” < http://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2010/04/14/108992.htm>
** Bresnick, Peggy, Digital Insurance “Blockchain: A $200 billion opportunity in insurance?”, June 26, 2018  <https://www.dig-in.com/news/blockchain-a-200-billion-opportunity-in-insurance>

“Blockchains could help the worldwide property and casualty insurance industry 
reduce its combined operating ratio by 5 to 13 percentage points“**



How EvalScore® Works in the Commercial Insurance Industry (Continued)

Commercial Insurance Benefits 
• Provides a reduction in claim frequency and severity by enhanced risk   
 management through applied behavior.* 
• Increases operational efficiencies with real-time underwriting information  
 provided by patented C.L.A.I.M. Index®  (Comprehensive Loss Aggregation  
 of Insurance Measurement).  
• Standardized performance scoring will provide the foundation for automated  
 policy issuance.   
• Consumer complaint provision encourages insured accountability reducing  
 claim activity.   

• EvalScore® Oversight® Evalscore A.L.E.R.T.TMs (Aggregated Loss Experience  
 in Real Time) provide for claim prevention by allowing insurers to 
 establish benchmark scores to intervene when insured performance   
 deteriorates reducing scores indicating an elevated risk. 
• Provides for early notification of exposure variances.  
• Revitalizes the insurance industry by streamlining insurance underwriting  
 through improved information processing, providing a path to  
 underwriting automation.

* Dr. Kalish, Michael. “On the ability of insurance performance scores to influence consumer behavior: Drawing lessons from research into credit scores.” University of Louisiana  
    Lafayette Cognitive Science Department 
** Jolliff, Tom, P&C National Underwriter “Teamwork With Carriers Helps RMs Defend Against Workers’ Comp Risks”, February 15, 2010, < http://www.property-casualty.com/ 
      Issues/2010/February-815-2010/Pages/Teamwork-With-Carriers-Helps-RMs-Defend-Against-Workers-Comp-Risks.aspx?k=Teamwork+with+carriers>
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*

“Carriers that champion innovative risk management 

will see their policyholders make systemic changes 

that enhance workplace safety and drive behavioral 

changes across the organization.” **



How EvalScore® Works in the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Industry

What if we were able to measure the safety performance of employees through a granular objective performance measurement system?

EvalScore® Presents CompScore®

How EvalScore®’s patented CompScore® works in the workers’  

compensation insurance industry.
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Employees

• CompScore® rewards outstanding employee safety performance  
 based upon an employer experience rating base, by employee   
 premium determination and specific claim performance.

• CompScore® provides an objective benchmark that will become   
 a permanent safety score for individual employees that will transfer  
 to each new employer, rather than losing seniority of excellent  

 safety performance.

Employers

• Reduces workers’ compensation insurance costs by improved   
 employee safety performance driven by employee safety  
 applied behavior.*

• Drives accountability through transparency. “people deliver what   
 they are accountable for”.**

• Enhances Risk Management efforts by including employees in  
 a safety measurement system, rather than the “employer” only  
 experience modification system.

• Provides an objective risk management tool for employers to identify  
 poor performers and improve their performance through education.

Insurers

• Reduces loss time accidents by a patented objective  
 performance management system for employees.

• Enhances insurer loss control efforts by including specific  
 employee behavior.

• Provides insurers with an additional tool to monitor employer safety  
 performance by a granular analysis of specific employee behavior.

* Dr. Kalish, Michael. “On the ability of insurance performance scores to influence consumer behavior: Drawing lessons from research into credit scores.” University of Louisiana  
    Lafayette Cognitive Science Department 
**Unlocking the DNA of the Adaptable Workforce Page 46. **Unlocking the DNA of the Adaptable Workforce Page 15. IBM Study can be found at  
 http://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/gbs/bus/html/2008ghcs.html
*** Caroline McDonald, PropertyCasualty360.com “OSHA Ineffective In Preventing Worker Injuries WCRI, Study Finds”, December 2, 2010, < http://www.propertycasualty360.com/2010/12/02/          
         osha-ineffective-in-preventing-worker-injuries-wcri-study-finds>

“people deliver what they are 

accountable for.”**

“the gap between OSHA’s 

resources and responsibilities  

is “enormous.”” ***
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Evalscore®

CompScore® Employee Profile Date: 6-15-2017

Evalscore® ID HJ8239396BBD

EMPLOYER:

Employee:

5 year CompScore® Summary Totals: 12770 11290(e) 1700(f) 1700 475(j) .1926 CompScore® =801(i)

Employer Insurance Co. Policy Period Policy Number Written Earned Incurred

5 year historical CompScore®=801(k)

Paid CompScore®

220

L/R %
Reserve
Subro Adjust

Ace Plumbing, Inc. LWCC 01-01-2017 to 12-31-2017 WC12764-1 1958 1700* (h) 1700 475 (g) 2.45885 (d)
Ace Plumbing, Inc. LWCC 01-01-2016 to 12-31-2016 WC12764-2 1814 01814
Ace Plumbing, Inc. LWCC 01-01-2015 to 12-31-2015 WC12764-3 1790 01790
ABCPlumbing, Inc. Hartford 01-01-2014 to 12-31-2014 WC279571-1 1870 01870
ABCPlumbing, Inc. Hartford 01-01-2013 to 12-31-2013 WC279571-2 1828 01828

Employer Insurance Co. Policy Period Policy Number Classifications Payroll Rate/100Premium PremiumEmployee Payroll
Ace Plumbing, Inc. LWCC 01-01-2017 to 12-31-2017 WC12764-1 Plumbing NOC 213218 45000
Ace Plumbing, Inc. LWCC 01-01-2016 to 12-31-2016 WC12764-2 Plumbing NOC 210000 43500
Ace Plumbing, Inc. LWCC 01-01-2015 to 12-31-2015 WC12764-3 Plumbing NOC 215000 42000
ABCPlumbing, Inc. Hartford 01-01-2014 to 12-31-2014 WC279571-1 Plumbing NOC 235318 44000
ABCPlumbing, Inc. Hartford 01-01-2013 to 12-31-2013 WC279571-2 Plumbing NOC 232352

4.35
4.18
4.26
4.25
4.25

9275
8875
9175
10001
9875 43000

1958
1814
1790
1870
1828

John Smith SS# 438-34-XXXX

Ace Plumbing, Inc.
2120 Third Ave
Baton Rouge, LA 70583

5 year CompScore® Summary Totals:

12770 11290 1700 1700 475 .1926

Written Earned Incurred Paid L/R %
Reserve
Subro Adjust

EMPLOYER:

Employee: John Smith SS# 438-34-XXXX

Ace Plumbing, Inc.
2120 Third Ave
Baton Rouge, LA 70583

Employer Information CompScore® Analysis

Employer Insurance Co. Policy Period Policy Number Classifications Payroll Rate/100Premium

PremiumEmployee Payroll

Ace Plumbing, Inc. LWCC 01-01-2017 to 12-31-2017 WC12764-1 Plumbing NOC 213218

45000

4.35 9275

1958

Employee Detail

CompScore®=801

Based upon real time economic conditions,

auto industry, energy sector, etc.

Certification Notifications

• Construction Contractors, Inc. - Employer

• LWCCC Workers’ Comp - Insurance Company

  (Industry Safety Certifications, Etc.)

Construction Contractors

SIP Alert Criteria

Score 700

Compensation Level: 3

Classification: 00795 Fabrication

Certifications: CPR (Expiration 12/21/17)

Special Interest Party (SIP®) Registration

Construction Contractors, Inc. 1234 Construction Ave., Anytown, LA 70010

EBJohnson Construction, Inc. 2705 Hwy 201A, Wheeling Il, 000000

Amercian Bank & Trust Box 1579 St. Louis, MO 00000

Hibernia Bank & Trust Box 1000 New Orleans, LA 00000

Hazard Index: 8

Employee Safety Performance (CompScore®)
Evalscore® ID HJ8239396BBD
John Smith
ID 435-xx-1389
DOB 08/23/63
Employed Since 1987

2013       2014       2015       2016       2017
 850         850         850         850         220

Construction Contractors, Inc.
1234 Construction Ave.
Anytown, LA USA 70010
555-121-0000

Employee Safety Performance (CompScore®)
Five Year Average 801

Date: 07/07/17 10:45 CST

John Smith

ID: 436274521

2017 Evaluation

Score 220

Review Entire Evaluation

How EvalScore® Works in the Workers’ Compensation Insurance Industry (continued)
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How EvalScore® Works in the Financial Sector

Consumers   

• Consumers authorize lender access to Evalscore® real time insurance performance data. 

• Consumers can use Evalscore® A.L.E.R.T.®’s for score monitoring and improved “internal” risk management.

Lending Institutions 

• Provides authorized users real-time insurance verification  

 and claim performance scoring through a patented   

    C.L.A.I.M. Index® within a proprietary system. 

• Allows institutions to base lending rates on scores that  

 include numerical assessment of insurance performance  

 in addition to conventional credit scoring. 

 

 

 

• EvalScore® Oversight® provides real time Evalscore 

 A.L.E.R.T.TM  features with user-established scoring  

 parameters that will provide early notification of future  

 financial impairment, such as deteriorating risk  

 management practices and increased claim frequency.

Scenario:

XYZ Trucking has a contract with Home Depot to transport Sheetrock in three states.

XYZ Trucking has a $10,000,000 loan from its banking facility and has pledged all power units and trailers. These large entities 

such as Home Depot, Chevron USA, etc. require risk management contingencies in order to remain on the “vendor” list, such 

as specific loss ratio/experience modifiers. Today, the banking segment is without loss history data on a debtor and if requested 

would be tough to interpret by banking personnel, especially if insured had 3-4 insurers within the past five-year window. 

Why is this experience performance important in the Financial Sector?  What if loss experience deteriorates and debtor loses 

his contract? How does he repay his indebtedness?

EvalScore® will assist in the underwriting process with valuable information before the loan commitment and provides risk 

management tools for improved risk monitoring for the life of the loan. 

Financial Institutions who are considered 
“Special Interest Parties SIP®” within a 
proprietary system and have proper 
authorization may access debtor insurance 
C.L.A.I.M.® Index® and  establish benchmark 
scores for real time performance 
monitoring through electronic A.L.E.R.T.TM 
notifications of performance deviations.

Claim 1
03-02-14

#AU2759121
Driver Rear 

Ended
Claimant

Claim 2
05-09-14

#AU2759121
Driver Over- 

Turned Loaded 
Truck In Rain

Claim 3
08-15-15

#AU275912-2
Driver Ran 
Red Light

and Hit Claimant

C.L.A.I.M.®  Index®

revised in real time
from 765 -545
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Commercial Lending 

• First to provide authorized lenders with a real-time  

 insurance performance disclosure of commercial entities  

 through a proprietary patented system reflecting critical  

 indicators of applicant solvency. 

• EvalScore® Oversight® provides real time Evalscore  

 A.L.E.R.T.TM features with user established scoring  

 parameters for monitoring early notification of future  

 financial impairment. 

• Allows institutions to base lending rates on scores that  

 reflect actual applicant performance and insurance  

 program success.

 

• Streamlines performance verification of commercial  

 clients through a real-time loss history aggregation and  

 subsequent C.L.A.I.M. Index® assessments for improved  

 underwriting. 

• Evalscore®’s patented system reduces loan losses  

 and increases profitability through the interpretation of  

 new critical indicators of payment predictability and  

 future solvency. 

• Consequences of poor performance encourages debtor  

 accountability. Poor performance can lead to increased  

 loan rates or credit denials.

“As actuarial science has established  
                     that delinquency equals losses,  
                                 then losses will equal delinquency.”
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EIGHT KEYS TO EvalScore®’s EFFECTIVENESS

The following information provides descriptions of eight trademarked indexes and processes that make EvalScore® 

such an innovative standardized performance disclosure system. These indexes will give you an even greater 

understanding of why EvalScore® is such an effective method for gathering detailed business, financial and 

insurance performance information.

Insurance Payment Index® – IPI®

An index of actual insurance payment history of insured individuals to insurance 

companies for their insurance policies that will be used as a valuable predictor of 

loss – which will incorporate a detailed history of insured notice of cancellations, non-

renewals, reinstatements and other insurance payment history as reported by insurers 

and aggregated for a summation of actual payment performance and subsequent 

performance scoring.

CompScore®

A granular diagnostic employee safety performance indicator for the Workers 

Compensation Insurance Industry based upon employer experience rating and specific 

employee premium determination vs. incurred losses.

C.L.A.I.M.  Index®  

Comprehensive Loss Aggregation of Insurance Measurement – an index of real-time 

insurance performance by line of coverage based upon the aggregation of historical 

earned premium adjusted for incurred losses of a policyholder. This index serves 

as a patented system utilized in the insurance and financial underwriting process, 

establishing a numerical indicator for insurance performance aiding underwriting 

automation and performance monitoring. 

EvalScore® Satisfaction Index® – ESI®

An index of complaints and survey performance of an insured business or commercial 

entity as reported by customers or entities with business relationships, such as vendors 

or associations, that will assist in determining the loss potential and work performance 

of general liability insurance policyholders and provide customers, vendors and other 

business entities the ability to file a complaint against poorly performing businesses, as 

well as retrieve scores prior to work engagement.



Evalscore A.L.E.R.T.TM 

Aggregated Loss Experience in Real Time – loss control provision for the insurance and 

financial industries whereby real time notifications are provided to insurers, lenders or 

other special interest parties of changes in policy holders/debtors underwriting criteria 

from established benchmarks of Insurance Loss Experience, Insurance Payment History, 

and Customer Satisfaction of Commercial Insured’s Performance. 

SIP®

Special Interest Party – a loss-control provision for the Insurance and Financial industries 

whereby authorized interested parties may register to monitor an applicants EvalScore® 

Indexes and performance measures in real time.

JOIN THE EvalScore® REVOLUTION

In conclusion, we concur with the previous study by the IBM Institute for 
Business Value entitled “Insurance 2020” and the comments by Jamie Bisker 
and Christian Beck which revealed: 

 “The power of innovation does not come  
simply from the use of specific technology  
        to overcome a problem, but from the  
    willingness to try something different.”*

Through collaboration, EvalScore® has the power and potential to disrupt 
the insurance and financial sectors so that one day every business will 
have their own unique EvalScore®.
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An EvalScore® program providing real-time oversight of critical performance indexes for the 

insurance and financial sectors.

EvalScore® Oversight®

*IBM Insurance 2020 : Innovating beyond old models can be found at http://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/index.wss/ibvstudy/bcs/a1024461. 
IBM is a registered trademark for International Business Machine.
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Invoice #
HJ8238787AAD

HJ8238787AAD Commercial Auto C.L.A.I.M. INDEX
Insurance Payment INDEX  IPI

$   3.50
$   3.50

$   7.00

Date
05/30/2018  -  9:21 CST

CNA Insurance Company
PO Box XXXXXXXXX
Chicago, IL XXXXXXXX

Branch ID# - XXXXXXXX
Underwiter - XXXXXXX

Accounts Receivable Registry
HJ8238787AAD

HJ8238787AAD  -  John Smith

05/30/2018
05/30/2018

Commercial Auto C.L.A.I.M.® INDEX®

Insurance Payment INDEX®  IPI®

Total: HJ8238787AAD

$   3.50
$   3.50

$   7.00

Date
05/30/2018  -  9:25 CST

EvalScore® Client
CNA Insurance Company

IPI® @ $3.50

C.L.A.I.M. Index®

@ $3.50

CNA  Insurance
Company Sale

Sample Report Sale

Users

• Insurance
  Companies
• Employers
• Lenders
• Rental Car
  Companies
• Other

3
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Company    EvalScore® ID #  Date  AMT  COM

CNA Insurance Company  HJ8238787AAD  05/30/2018 $7.00  $1.05 

Sales Report

Insurance Data Payables

Distribution  - HJ8238787AAD 

EvalScore® Account
HJ8238787AAD 

Date
05/30/18
05/30/18

Description
C.L.A.I.M.® Index®

IPI® Index®

Sale
3.50
3.50

Rate
.15
.15

Net Due
.525
.525

AETNA HO275432 HJ8238787AAD    13-14 .21 
SAFECO HO2643217 HJ8238787AAD    14-15 .21
ALLSTATE HO245741 HJ8238787AAD    15-16 .21
STATEFARM AU294591 HJ8238787AAD    16-17 .21
AMERICA 1ST AU6924201 HJ8238787AAD    17-18 .21

Total Due-Data               $1.05

Total Due-Data               $1.05

®

Distribution to 
Participating
Insurers

Each participating company will receive Compensation for 5 years* 
of insured activity regardless of policy holder retention.

*Other Options Available- Insurance Companies will receive royalty compensation for each year of history provided and included in the report purchased.  
  Therefore, a 7 year history request would provide compensation to each company included in the 7 year data aggregation.
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Special thanks to the following individuals:

• Adams and Reese, LLP   

 J. Robert Wooley, Attorney At Law   

 Louisiana Commissioner of Insurance (2000 to 2006)  

 Jason P. Mueller, Patent Attorney 

 Baton Rouge, Birmingham, Houston, Jackson, Memphis, Mobile, Nashville,  

 New Orleans, Washington, D.C.

 

 • Lafayette Economic Development Authority   

 211 East Devalcourt St.   

 Lafayette, LA 70506

 Gregg Gothreaux, President & CEO

 

• Litman Law    

 P.O. Box 15035    

 Crystal City Station    

 Arlington, VA 22215  

 Richard “Dick” Apley, Chief Patent Officer   

 Morgan Rosenberg, Senior Staff Patent Writer 

 Vince Amberly, Chief Legal Officer - Copyrights

 

• University of Louisiana at Lafayette   

 104 University Circle    

 Lafayette, LA 70504 

 Bob Stewart, Ph.D.,  VP for Research and Graduate Studies   

 Joby John, Ph.D., Dean College of Business Administration    

 Ramesh Kolluru, Ph.D., Assistant VP for Research and Graduate Studies;   

  Executive Director, National Incident Management Systems and  

  Advanced Technologies (NIMSAT) Institute; Director, Center for  

  Business & Information Technology
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We’ve got your number!



3681 Ambassador Caffery
Lafayette, LA  70508
p: (337) 993-0495
f: (337) 993-0496

0818




